Dearest Friends, Supporters, and Partners of Tostan,

Many of you may not know the full background of our name, Tostan. The word tostan comes from the language of the Wolof people in West Africa. My mentor and great friend, the renowned professor Cheikh Anta Diop (who has since become the namesake of the University here in Dakar), originally suggested the name to me. Cheikh Anta Diop’s work was wide-ranging, but at its core was a deep sense of the accomplishments and capacities of African peoples, which were often ignored or misunderstood.

We often translate it as "breakthrough," but this doesn’t quite capture its essence. Cheikh Anta Diop suggested the word tostan because he said it captured perfectly the work that needs to be done throughout Africa—he said it was a word that not only implies the breakthrough of knowledge, as in the hatching of an egg, but also how knowledge can spread from one person to the next, from one generation to the next.

I love this name and the image it paints because it captures the perpetual nature of our progress and growth, the idea that in life there is always another breakthrough waiting to happen, another generation waiting in the wings. In this sense, I know that Cheikh Anta Diop understood Tostan even before I did—I think he sensed how powerful it would be to create an education program rooted in people’s own backgrounds and experiences. He knew even back then that this kind of work would be contagious, and that if given the chance the communities of Africa would accomplish everything they put their minds to.

As you read through this 2009 Annual Report, I think you will see that what began as a simple concept has indeed hatched many times over. As of December 2009, we were directly reaching over 57,000 participants in over 800 communities across eight countries in Africa. And of course none of this would be possible without our dedicated Tostan team, especially our staff and community facilitators, whose creativity, sacrifice, and dedication to grassroots empowerment is what propels us forward.

I do wish that Cheikh Anta Diop could be here today to see how those tiny breakthroughs we made over three decades ago have spread to thousands upon thousands of communities in Africa, and to all of our friends and supporters around the world.

Molly Meching
Executive Director
Tostan Successes

2009 in numbers:
- Implemented the Community Empowerment Program in 8 countries across east and west Africa: Senegal, the Gambia, Mali, Mauritania, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Somalia, and Djibouti.
- Partnered with 825 communities across Africa.


- Solar Power Project implemented for the 1st time: 13 women from rural Senegal and Guinea Bissau were trained in a six month renewable energy program in India to become solar power engineers for their village and surrounding communities.

- GMS-mobile phone technology taken to rural communities in Senegal through the CEP in a new cutting-edge project.

- Community Fm: L’Appel de Diegoune, produced in collaboration with Tostan and Respect, premiered to 75 communities in Senegal.

- Tostan and Freedom from Hunger bring innovative Saving for Change community banking models to the National Development Bank in Senegal.

International recognition:
- Tostan featured in UNICEF and CGD publications on best practices.
- Tostan receives a 4-star rating from Charity Navigator.

Tostan is facilitating connections between NGO partners, microfinance institutions, businesses and government services and social enterprises, and have enormous potential to make African development successful and benefit all for the people at the grassroots level.

The goal of the ECN is to support Tostan-trained communities to initiate and lead their own grassroots development processes, scale up their work across national and regional, often involving the larger scale declarations, both departmental and regional, often involving the diaspora in Europe, Mauritania and Guinea Bissau.

FGC Abandonment Spreads to Somalia and The Gambia in 2009

African communities celebrated joyfully in 2009 as the movement for the respect for human rights, the health of women and girls spread to new communities and new countries. In 2009, 722 communities declared their abandonment of female genital cutting (FGC) in Africa thanks to the Tostan program.

However, perhaps the greatest achievements were the first declarations held at a community level in The Gambia and in Somalia, which together with 14,000 villages in The Gambia and in 2009, 722 communities have publicly announced that they will lead to collective abandonment.

FGC: in February 2010, the government of Senegal officially adopted the human-rights approach to the rest of the Upper River Region to solidify the decision to abandon FGC. Senegal is the first country in Africa to have adopted a national action plan for ending FGC in 2000 and the first to successfully both in the first five year cycle. A new action plan was created in 2009 after an evaluation of the first in 2008. The new action plan creates a consensus around a common goal identified by Senegalese communities, the government, donors and civil society – total FGC abandonment in Senegal by 2015 - and officially adopts the strategy as the most effective means of achieving this goal in Senegal. Tostan will support the plan by implementing the Community Empowerment Program in 900 communities in Senegal in the next five years.

Finally, representatives of 67 communities in the Forest Region of Guinea gathered in Samob to celebrate abandonment of FGC and child-marriage in June 2009 to mark the end of the Month of the African Child.

The movement will continue to accelerate in 2010. New declarations are planned in Guinea, The Gambia, and Senegal. In Senegal, communities are moving towards larger scale declarations, both departmental and regional, often involving the diaspora in Europe, Mauritania and Guinea Bissau.
Country Updates

**Tostan International: Supporting the Growth of Tostan in Africa**

In 2009, Tostan International celebrated its first full year based in its new international headquarters building in Dakar, Senegal. The purchase and renovation of this spacious but modest building was supported by generous donations in 2008. Tostan headquarters has quickly become a wonderful home supported by generous donations in 2008. Tostan’s staff, partners, and programs.

The DC team grew from one to two staff members and placed nine outstanding interns over the course of the year. The larger team worked together with national coordinators to continuously improve the quality of the CEP will remain high. New approaches, training, and reinforcement. Thus, while evaluating. Through these principles, Tostan International brings to bear expertise in innovative program strategies, new approaches, training, and reinforcement. Thus, while Tostan expands its operations to reach new populations, the quality of the CEP will remain high.

The work of the Tostan team in Dakar is supported by the Tostan International office in Washington DC, where in 2009 team members worked to support organizational efforts in fundraising, communications, operations, human resources, and the expansion of our internship program. The DC office is a central location in the Dakar office.

Throughout 2009, the international team worked closely with national coordinations to continuously improve systems around program management, monitoring & evaluation, communications, accounting, and logistics. The capstone of this process was an all-countries meeting held in December 2009 at Tostan’s CCDD training center in Thies, Senegal. National and international teams came together in a participatory forum to discuss Tostan’s Community Empowerment Program as a model.

Successes so far include the coordination of two research projects between France and Senegal among the Diola and River Valley groups, allowing for a better understanding of the modes of communication between the diaspora and their home communities as well as the production of an awareness film in partnership with the NGO Respect. The capstone of this process was an all-countries meeting held in December 2009 at Tostan’s CCDD training center in Thies, Senegal. National and international teams came together in a participatory forum to discuss the CEP’s approach, philosophy, activities, outcomes, and management. In 2010, Tostan launched a new cycle of projects in many of its extension countries, applying reinforced systems and new approaches developed through collaborative efforts carried out in 2009.

In 2009, Tostan International focused its energies around two main goals: to develop the presence of Tostan in Europe and to strengthen support for Tostan in Africa. Tostan France’s main focus for 2009 and into 2010 is the launch of the Jokkondiral Diaspora program with the purpose of raising awareness among African diaspora communities in Europe regarding human rights, using Tostan’s Community Empowerment Program as a model.

Walking the Path of Unity was produced specifically for the Diola ethnic group. The film follows the story of Diégoune, a village in the Casamance region of Senegal, and their collective decision to abandon FGC. Screened between May and November 2009 in more than 70 villages in Casamance, it reached up to 800 spectators each night, sparking dialogue among viewers regarding FGC and the decision to abandon the practice. Proving to be an invaluable communication tool, the film was also screened in France and Italy during events organized by Tostan France and the Diola diaspora as well as in Paris and Geneva during the Cinéma Vérité film festival. Walking the Path of Unity will also be broadcast on TV5 Monde and Radio Télévision Sénégalaise in 2010.

Finally, Tostan France welcomed Bacary Tamba and Seydou Niang (National Coordinator for the Gambia and Regional Coordinator Assistant, Fofo, Sénégal), who paid visits in October and November respectively, in order to help initiate contact with African associations in Europe, many of whose members come from villages that have benefited from the CEP in Africa. A second visit from Bacary in early 2010 as well as the permanent presence of Seydou Niang at Tostan France beginning in February 2010 will help solidify the link between Tostan France and these associations, aiding in the success of Jokkondiral Diaspora.

Through the partnerships developed in the past year with organizations such as the International Organization for Migration and CEPRAM (Spain), a strong communications program incorporating television, the internet, and the organization of special events, and continuously and progressively more successful fundraising, Tostan France has been a strong supporter of Tostan International. The next year will see the expansion of this support and the further development of the French and European projects directly managed by Tostan France, making 2010 an important and exciting year.
Tostan Sweden

In 2009, Tostan Sweden continued its critical support of Tostan’s work in Africa. Tostan Sweden is entirely volunteer-run and has provided financial support for the full Community Empowerment Program (CEP) in 51 villages in Senegal and The Gambia. This has been achieved primarily through generous funding from The Swedish Postcode Foundation, Radio Sweden Foundation, Forum Syd, Bioinventor Foundation S.A. (through the Philipsson family) and other supporters.

In 2009, Tostan Sweden members raised awareness of Tostan’s CEP model and successes through work in 51 villages in Senegal and The Gambia. The awareness-raising film “Walking the Path of Unity” was also screened.

A long tradition of sending volunteers to Africa continued and at the General Assembly of Tostan Sweden, two former volunteers gave presentations on their work in Senegal and in The Gambia.

In 2010–2011, Tostan Sweden’s work will focus on three key areas: securing additional funds for CEP projects in West Africa, internal capacity building in order to adjust to increased external demands, and improving Tostan’s overall visibility in Sweden and other Scandi-navian countries.

Tostan Senegal

The Tostan program, founded in Senegal, has been making an impact for over two decades. Hundreds of villages have declared their abandonment of FGC and childforced marriage, and the country is on track for a national declaration in 2015. Communities in the regions of Kolda, Zi- guinchor, Tamba, Matam, Kaolack, Diourbel, and Thies are beneficiaries of Tostan’s Community Empowerment Program (CEP). Tostan also focuses on marginalized communities, including children and prisoners.

In October 2007, Tostan’s human-rights-based education program was implemented in four Senegalese prisons at the request of the Senegalese government. With funding from the Wallace Global Fund, the project provided 317 prisoners with knowledge of human rights, problem-solving, hygiene, health, literacy, and management skills.

In an ongoing project, Tostan works in Dakar’s adult male prison where 13-year-old Mohamed Toure was wrongly imprisoned in September 2009. Mohamed suffered abuse at a Koranic school before fleeing to Dakar. Upon requesting his pay from the restaurant where he worked, Mohamed was accused of stealing. The Tostan prison program’s supervisor, Alassatou Kebe, questioning Mohamed’s presence in the prison, protected him from exploitation and persuaded a judge to allow the young man to return to his village. Although reintegration is difficult, he is adjusting to life within his family. Thanks to Tostan’s dedicated staff who lead the CEP along with family mediation for prisoners, cases such as Mohamed’s have positive outcomes.

Tostan Mauritania:

In Mauritania, a collaboration between Tostan, UNICEF, and the local government has brought the Community Empowerment Program (CEP) to 30 villages in the region of Brakna. In December, 1,564 participants were engaged in the CEP which has changed how local communities regard harmful traditional practices such as female genital cutting (FGC). Within the 30 communities who are direct beneficiaries of the CEP, speaking about the practice of FGC is no longer associated with the practice.

A fatwa banning FGC was signed by a group of Muslim clerics and scholars who acknowledged the grave health risks associated with the practice. A pre-declaration for the abandonment of FGC and childforced marriage organized by these 30 communities took place in Sin-thiane Diana on December 22, 2009 after the program began the Awade module in the summer months. Forty communities from 4 regions acknowledged the need to abandon FGC. The program continues to make strides by engaging with local NGOs and by introducing the SMS texting component to the program. Education on human rights, health, and problem solving among other themes is creating change in local communities and is adding momentum to a larger movement. On January 12, 2010, a historic event took place in Mauritania. A fatwa banning FGC was signed by a group of Muslim clerics and scholars who acknowledged the grave health risks associated with the practice.
2009 was a crucial year for Tostan Mali. Tostan Mali and USAID Mali signed a Cooperative Agreement on March 15, 2009, and the day Tostan officially began its activities in the country. The project aims to promote the socio-economic empowerment of Malian communities to lead their own development in the areas of education, health and economic growth.

Tostan is partnering with USAID Mali, the Government of Mali, and local Malian NGOs including Projet Muso Ladumun in Yirimadio, ASDAP and the consortium APDF/SINI SANUMAN. In total, 38 communities were chosen to begin the Community Empowerment Program (CEP): 14 in Yirimadio, and 24 rural communities in the Circle of Koulikoro. The aim is to reach 1,900 direct participants through the CEP and 38,000 more through participant outreach activities.

In a partnership with the Government of The Gambia and USAID, CEP, Tostan has been implementing its CEP in 80 communities in the Upper River Region of The Gambia since 2007. The year 2009 was a year of transition as 40 communities completed their CEP sessions and 40 began the Aawde module.

On October 25, 2009, The Gambia had its first public declaration of the abandonment of harmful traditional practices in the historical Man region for the abandonment of female genital cutting (FGC) and child/forced marriage. Classes in the Tostan centers began in February 2009 with the Kobi I focusing on democracy, human rights, and problem solving.

At the end of the projects in September 2009, Tostan Guinea received a 20% national-level endorsement, while the third extension to a set of 60 villages in Guinea since CEP classes began in 2004. On June 30, 2009, 67 villages came together in Samdou, Forest Region to publicly declare their abandonment of FGC and child/forced marriage.

The youth caravan visited five communities and exchanged ideas about a range of issues affecting youth such as teenage pregnancy, drug abuse, and child labor. The caravan ended in November 2009, one youth from each participating community returned home to install solar units in their villages.

In 2009, 39 villages were chosen for the joint project of Tostan, UNICEF, UNFPA, and the government of Guinea Bissau which aims to accelerate the abandonment of such harmful traditional practices. Classes in the Tostan centers began in February 2009 with the Kobi I focusing on democracy, human rights, and problem solving.

Apart from the Community Empowerment Program (CEP), the National Coordination of Guinea Bissau organized three special awareness raising and social mobilization events in order to strengthen the implementation of the CEP in the regions. The crowning achievement has been the elaboration of action plans by the local and regional levels, the Youth Caravan was created in order to disseminate the CEP message at the grassroots level to promote health, democratic behavior, and economic growth.

The project aims to promote the socio-economic empowerment of Malian communities to lead their own development in the areas of education, health and economic growth.

In 2009, Tostan Guinea completed two three-year collaborations with USAID and UNICEF. The USAID-supported project Ending Female Genital Cutting in Guinea was preceded by the national language of Bamanankan, and recruiting and training supervisors, translating and adapting the Kobi I into the national language of Bamanankan (October 2009). A site study was also completed in participating communities in order to assess the status of infrastructures, services, community leadership, and organization prior to the implementation of the Tostan program.

In The Gambia, this year’s caravan is the second event of its kind. In November 2009, one youth from each participating community along with Tostan program facilitators traveled together over the course of a week through the districts of Wuli and Sandu. The Youth Caravan visited five communities and exchanged ideas about a range of issues affecting youth such as teenage pregnancy, drug abuse, and child labor. The caravan ended in November 2009, one youth from each participating community returned home to install solar units in their villages.

The Youth Caravan visited five communities and exchanged ideas about a range of issues affecting youth such as teenage pregnancy, drug abuse, and child labor.

At the end of the projects in September 2009, Tostan Guinea had its first public declaration for the abandonment of harmful traditional practices such as child/forced marriage and FGC.

In 2010, Tostan Guinea will implement the CEP in 76 new villages of the country with the support of the Government of Guinea and two partners: the UNFPA-UNICEF Joint Program for the Abandonment of FGC and Project Espoir, a collaboration between Pathfinder International, PSI, and Tostan.

According to the 2009 UN Human Development Report, The Gambia is the 98th poorest country in the world. Furthermore, 98% of the Islamic population practices FGC.

Furthermore, 98% of the Islamic population practices FGC.
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**Tostan Somalia**

“Tostan together we collectively declare the abandonment of all forms of female genital cutting,” announced Miss Nimo Mohamad Madar, representing 20 communities in Somaliland at a public declaration of abandonment of female genital cutting (FGC) in Somalia – the first was held by 14 communities in Puntland on October 5, 2009. These 34 communities lead a historic movement in the face of daunting obstacles: FGC prevalence in Somalia is 95% and the country has lacked a functioning central government since 1991.

In 2003, Tostan partnered with UNICEF-Somalia to implement the CEP in 42 centers in Somaliland, Puntland, and South Central Somalia. Security concerns in 2009 precipitated a programmatic withdrawal from South Central Somalia. Twenty-eight centers and more than 1,300 participants completed the Aawde program in 2009. Tostan Somalia radio programs and awareness-raising activities diffuse learning from participants to communities, extending the beneficiaries of the CEP to over 13,000.

Community Management Committees are actively organizing social mobilization activities around health, education, environment, and harmful traditional practices. After completing health education in the Kobi, for example, 145 students in Hidan volunteered at the Garowe Referral Hospital. In response to security concerns jeopardizing school attendance, the Wajaa DMC organized a contribution fund to buy security lamps for the primary school. In Hanti-Wadag, CMC members organized a refugee-assistance fund to support rising numbers of internally-displaced persons seeking refuge in their community. DMCs are effectively launching activities to meet their development needs.

In the course of 2009, Tostan-Djibouti completed training of supervisors and facilitators in Kobi 2, the modules in Health and Education, which were successfully rolled out to participants in all 33 centres throughout the country. The adaptation of the Aawde modules into the local languages of Afar, Arab and Somali was completed and training of participants in the third and final phase of the CEP commenced in late 2009, with a view to being complete in early 2010. Awareness-raising activities diffuse learning from participants to communities, extending the benefit diaries of the CEP to over 13,000.

**Jokko Initiative**

Jokko’s experience shows that ‘communication’ (or ‘Jokko’ in the West African language of Wolof) is critical to the spread of positive social change.

With mobile phones networks rapidly expanding to cover the vast majority of African citizens, and with mobile phones already commonplace in even the most remote villages, mobile technology is a promising platform for more empowering and inclusive systems of communication. This expansion is also driving a new demand for literacy while providing an ideal training tool; mobile phones allow people to learn and practice literacy skills in a way that is relevant to their daily lives. Mobile phones are powerful economic tools that have a variety of innovative potentialities for income-generating activities in rural communities.

In 2010, Jokko started using mobile phones as pedagogical tools to reinforce the CEP’s literacy and management modules. Practical SMS-based applications – such as the RapidSMS-based Community Forum which provides a platform for exchanging information, broadcasting ideas and organizing advocacy efforts – help to build consensus around local development initiatives while amplifying the voice and influence of the most marginalized individuals in community decision-making processes.

In 2010, the Jokko Initiative will expand its activities to additional villages and will create an online space to facilitate communication between the Senegalese diaspora and its communities of origin.

**Solar Project**

The Solar Power Project, Tostan sponsored 13 women from rural Africa to attend the Barefoot College in India, where they completed a six-month training program in solar electrical engineering. Their training was comprehensive, equipping the women with the knowledge and skills to install, maintain and repair solar panels. Back in their home villages, each solar engineer installs one solar unit in at least 50 homes, providing each family with: one 5 watt lamp; one bright solar lantern; one LED flashlight; and one plug for charging mobile phones. That means at least 400 people directly benefit from the work of one Tostan-Solar Sister with this one woman’s training in the years to come. Tostan hopes to extend the Solar Power Project to more communities in East and West 2010.

In areas south of the Sahara, as few as 2% of villages have access to electricity, a major obstacle not only to daily life, but also for the proliferation of the Tostan Program. The Tostan Solar Power Project, launched in 2009 in collaboration with the Barefoot College, India, and its address issue by empowering rural communities across Africa to provide (low-cost and sustainable) electricity for themselves.
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Since 1995, The Tostan volunteer program has been steadily expanding. Our mission is to recognize Tostan’s potential as a host organization for outstanding volunteers, to facilitate their learning about approaches to community development for human dignity, and to give them the opportunity to live, work and learn in a multilingual, motivational environment. Volunteers and interns play an essential role in Tostan’s work. Tostan always welcomes the support of scholars, university student researchers and others.

2009 volunteers

Senegal
Awa Balde- Guinea Bissau
Adrienne Raphael-United States
Ben Raphael (Adrienne’s husband)-United States
Anna Zoe Williams- Senegal
Christina Laporte-United States
Claire Groby- United States
Clemence Bessière- France
Cassandra Robertson-Canada
Demaris Trapp- United States
Jessica Andes- United States
Emi Tardy- Sweden
Eva Kersey- United States
Elizabeth Walsh- United States
Jessica Hamilton- United States
Marius DJiego- Benin
Niina Pitkanen- Finland
Jonathan Dunhill- United States
Meagan Williams- United States
Myriam Demo- France
Jennifer Keuler- United States
Lisa Queiroz- United States
Sarah Harris- United States
Martha Chahary- Senegal
Josephine Niday- Senegal
Kathryn Pau- United States
Sophie Brenny- France
Sarah Nehring- United States
Amy Van Dyke- United States
Jenna Nishimura-United States
Sophie D’Aoust-Canada
Katherine Philipson-United States
Aurelie Zieg- France
Kate Black-United States
Astrid Haas-Austria
Sylvain Henckel-United States
Guillaume Debir- France
Kim Karls-United States
Jenny Evans Kounta-United States
Guinea Bissau
Mali

Clelie Trichot- France
Julia Obermeier- Austria
Guinea Bissau
Sarah Kopper- United States
Magnus Hedberg- Sweden
Polly Spooner-United Kingdom
Gambia

Financials Support

Revenues (USD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Revenue (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government Grants &amp; Bilaterals &amp; Multilaterals</td>
<td>4 992,277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations, Corporates &amp; N.G.O Grants</td>
<td>2 293,363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Contributions</td>
<td>560,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 34,388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenues</strong></td>
<td>7 487,832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Revenues 1998 to 2009 (USD)

Expenditures (USD)

Expenditures by Country

Financial

Programs & Services

Sectors

Grants & Donations

Volunteer Program

The Tostan Africa Volunteer Program
Internship Program

Since 2006, The Tostan Washington, DC Internship Program has played a key role in supporting Tostan’s US-based work. The Program has welcomed more than 20 interns thus far, deeply benefitting from their diverse backgrounds and various professional and academic experiences. Past and current interns have come from Belgium, Egypt, Ghana, India, Italy, Kenya, Senegal, the UK, and the US. Interns work on a wide range of projects to support and promote the Tostan organization. In 2009, interns led projects in communications and outreach, creating documents and webpages and maintaining Tostan’s online presence. Interns assisted the DC office in its efforts to raise funds to support new communities and helped with administrative projects; they also conducted research, represented Tostan at local events and helping the organization reach more communities in Africa. Tostan would like to extend a warm and sincere thank you to all of the interns who contributed to our growth and success in 2009.

2009 Interns

Leslie Campbell
Marisa Hesse
Georgina Mann
Michelle Muita
Anusha Raturi
Cassandra Scarpino
Jaquelyn Send
Ndeye Maty Sow
Emma Willenborg

Tostan Links

Official Website: http://www.tostan.org
Tostan France Website: http://www.tostanfrance.com
Tostan Sweden Website: http://www.tostan.se
English Blog: http://tostan.blogspot.com
French Blog: http://tostan-fr.blogspot.com

Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Tostan/21492158469
Twitter: http://twitter.com/Tostan
Flickr: http://www.flickr.com/tostan
MySpace: http://www.myspace.com/tostan
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/tostaninternational

Tostan Board of Directors

Gail Kaneb, Chair
President, Breakthrough Strategies

Barbara Dunn
Retired, past Vice President of Human Resources, Colgate-Palmolive Company

Michael Gibbons
Principal, Leadership learning consulting on basic education, child rights, peace and conflict resolution
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Board and Staff

Tostan Leadership

Mory Camara, National Coordinator, Djibouti
Bassine Marrone, Finance Manager, Djibouti
Bakary Tamba, National Coordinator, The Gambia
Moustapha Ndiaye, Finance Manager, The Gambia
Mohamed Basse, National Coordinator, Guinea
Abdou Aziz Ndong, Finance Manager, Guinea
Alassane Diehdiou, National Coordinator, Guinea
Bissau
Atoufou N’chaougan-Sonou, Finance Manager, Guinea Bissau
Abou Amel Camara, National Coordinator, Mali
Mbeye Diop, Finance Manager, Mali

Other links
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Molly Melching, Executive Director
Gannon Gillespie, Director of External Relations
Jen Hedrick, Director of Operations
Sabine Panet, Coordinator - Tostan France
Anne Charlotte Ringquist - Tostan Sweden

Cheikh Mbacke
Statistician/Demographer
Molly Melching
Executive Director, Tostan
Anne Charlotte Ringquist
Director, Tostan Sweden
Anne Williams
Retired Foreign Service Officer, Manager, and Instructor